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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
DISTRICT OF SOUTH CAROLINA 

CHARLESTON DIVISION 
 
 
Linquista White, et al., 

Plaintiffs, 

v. 

Kevin Shwedo, et al.,  
 

Defendants. 

 
 
 

Civil Action No. 
 

2:19-cv-03083-RMG 
 

 

DECLARATION OF JANICE CARTER 

I, Janice Carter, declare as follows: 

1. I am competent to make this Declaration and have personal knowledge of the following 

facts. 

Background and Financial History 

2. I am 42 years old and live in North Charleston, South Carolina. 

3. I have two adult children.  My son serves in the Navy and lives in Florida.  My daughter 

lives in Texas. 

4. I am a veteran of the Air Force, where I served for twelve years as a public health 

journeyman.  

5. Since 2013, I have worked in several jobs, but have struggled to find consistent, full-time 

work.  

6. From 2013 to 2016, I ran my own business, Immaculate Cleaning, which provided 

residential and commercial cleaning services.  Immaculate Cleaning went out of business 

in late 2016.  
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7. Since closing Immaculate Cleaning in 2016, I have not had stable income and have 

struggled to support myself financially.  

8. I worked part time for Sam’s Southern Eatery, a soul food restaurant in North Charleston, 

from October 2017 to April 2018.  My employer often distributed my paychecks late.  I 

made less than $1,000 a month.  

9. From April 2018 to July 2019, I worked wherever I could find work.  I took part-time 

jobs in residential cleaning, marketing, babysitting, and hotel laundry.  

10. My total income for 2018 was only $5,360, which was not enough to meet my basic 

needs.  

11. In July 2019, I began a part-time job in human resources for A Second Chance Resource 

Center (“ASCRC”).  ASCRC provides assistance to people who have been involved with 

the criminal legal system and their families, and to people dealing with substance abuse.   

12. Even with this part-time job at ASCRC, I struggle to support myself financially and to 

pay off my debts.  

13. At the same time that I have been trying to find consistent work and support myself 

financially, the South Carolina Department of Motor Vehicles (“DMV”) has suspended 

my driver’s license for four unpaid traffic tickets. 

Driver’s License Suspension for Failure to Pay 
 2016 Yemassee, South Carolina Ticket 

 
14. On December 7, 2016, I was ticketed for speeding in Yemassee, South Carolina.  I was 

driving to visit my son who lived with his father in Florida at that time.  Attached as 

Exhibit A is a true and correct copy of my December 2016 Yemassee speeding ticket.  

15. The Yemassee Municipal Court scheduled a hearing for the alleged violation on February 

16, 2017.  
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16. This was a tumultuous time in my life and I missed the hearing date.  It was an oversight.  

17. At the time, I had just shut down Immaculate Cleaning due to financial difficulties and I 

was trying to finish up my outstanding obligations for the business.  The previous week, I 

had traveled to Columbia, South Carolina, to help care for the mother of my fiancé at the 

time, who was sick, and her husband, who suffers from Alzheimer’s.  My son was living 

in Jacksonville and he was also beginning to experience health problems, which required 

me to visit him more often, including on the weekend after the Yemassee Municipal 

Court hearing date.  Between these other obligations, the date slipped my mind. 

18. I could not afford to pay the $129 fine before the court hearing because my business had 

just closed and I did not have enough income. 

19. The court tried me in my absence and sentenced me to pay a $129 fine.  But I did not 

receive any notice about the sentence or the fine in the weeks after the hearing.  I did not 

know that the DMV would suspend my driver’s license because of this ticket, and so I 

continued to drive.  

20. It was not until August 15, 2018 that I found out my driver’s license had been suspended. 

I later found out this suspension took effect on June 13, 2017. 

Driver’s License Suspension for Failure to Pay 2018 Jacksonville, Florida Ticket 

21. In early 2018, I made several trips by car to Florida to take care of my son, who needed 

surgery for a hernia.  I had to cut back on my part-time work to make these trips, so I had 

even less income at this time.  The trips themselves were expensive too, since I needed to 

pay for gas, food and lodging to get there. 

22. On January 19, 2018, I got a speeding ticket in Jacksonville, Florida while driving my 

son to a doctor’s appointment related to his hernia surgery.  The officer did not tell me 
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that my driver’s license was suspended.  The ticket came with another $129 fine, which I 

could not pay at that time because of my limited work.  Attached as Exhibit B is a true 

and correct copy of my January 2018 Jacksonville, Florida speeding ticket. 

23. The court scheduled a hearing on the ticket in Florida on February 20, 2018.  I could not 

attend the hearing because I had missed too much work in order to be with my son in 

Florida during his surgery.  I also needed to remain in Charleston to meet my obligations 

at Sam’s Southern Eatery.  I could not schedule additional time to travel back to Florida 

for court beyond what was necessary to care for my son.  

24. I later found out that the Traffic Violations Bureau of the Duval County Court tried me in 

my absence and sentenced me to pay $129 for speeding.  I could not afford to pay the 

fine.  

25. I also later found out that the DMV again indefinitely suspended my driver’s license for 

failure to pay the speeding fine.  Again, I did not receive a notice about the suspension, so 

I continued to drive.  

Driver’s License Suspension for Failure to Pay 2018  
Ravenel, South Carolina Tickets 

 
26. On August 15, 2018, an officer stopped me in Ravenel, South Carolina, because one of 

my headlights was not working properly.  During the stop, the officer informed me that 

my driver’s license was suspended.  He said he did not know the reason why it was 

suspended.  The officer issued me tickets for the defective headlight and for driving 

under suspension, first offense (“DUS-1”).  Attached as Exhibit C and Exhibit D are true 

and correct copies of the August 2018 Ravenel defective headlight ticket and the August 

2018 Ravenel DUS-1 ticket, respectively.    
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27. The August 15, 2018 traffic stop was the first time I learned that South Carolina had 

suspended my driver’s license.  I still did not understand why my driver’s license had 

been suspended.  

28. I understood from the ticket that I could be required to pay $647 for DUS-1 and $232.50 

for the defective headlight ticket.  I could not afford to pay the tickets at that time.  

29. I was shocked and concerned to learn that my driver’s license had been suspended 

without my knowledge.  I stopped driving.  

30. Within several days of this stop, I went to the DMV to learn more about why my driver’s 

license was suspended and to figure out how to remove the suspension from my driver’s 

license.  An employee told me that my license had been suspended for two unpaid traffic 

fines.  The first suspension was due to nonpayment of the traffic ticket I received in 

Yemassee.  The second suspension was for nonpayment of the ticket I received in 

Jacksonville, Florida.  

31. The employee provided me with a notice from the Yemassee Municipal Court dated 

March 9, 2017.  Attached as Exhibit E is a true and correct copy of the Notice of 

Suspension from the Yemassee Municipal Court dated March 9, 2017. 

32. The notice informed me that on February 16, 2017, the Yemassee Municipal Court tried 

me in my absence and imposed a $129 fine.  

33. I understood the notice from the Yemassee Municipal Court to indicate that I had to pay 

the traffic fine in full within 15 days of the notice, which was dated March 9, 2017.  This 

date had long passed.   

34. The DMV employee did not provide me with any Official Notice from the DMV 

regarding a suspension for failure to pay the traffic fine to the Yemassee Municipal 
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Court. My lawyers later obtained the Official Notice and provided it to me.  Attached as 

Exhibit F is a true and correct copy of the Official Notice from the DMV for failure to 

pay the December 2016 Yemassee speeding ticket.  

35. I had not received either the Yemassee Municipal Court notice or the DMV Official 

Notice regarding the Yemassee suspension in the mail or through any other means before 

my visit to the DMV.  

36. The DMV employee did provide me with an Official Notice from the DMV dated March 

13, 2018, which concerned the suspension of my driver’s license related to the speeding 

ticket in Jacksonville, Florida.  Attached as Exhibit G is a true and correct copy of the 

Official Notice for failure to pay the January 2018 Jacksonville speeding ticket.  I 

understood the Official Notice to indicate that the only way I could reinstate my driver’s 

license was to pay the traffic fines and reinstatement fees in full.  

37. I asked the DMV employee how I could get my driver’s license reinstated when I could 

not afford to pay the fine or reinstatement fees.  The DMV employee informed me that 

the only way I could get the suspensions from my driver’s license record removed and to 

reinstate my license was to pay in full the fines and fees for both the traffic tickets as well 

as a $100 reinstatement fee for each suspension.  The employee did not inform me about 

any way to secure a hearing before the DMV or any other government entity that could 

remove the suspensions from my license.  

38. The Ravenel Magistrate Court scheduled a hearing for the defective headlight and DUS 

tickets on December 20, 2018.  I was not able to attend the hearing because the court is 

located almost 25 miles from my home.  I could not drive there on a suspended license.  I 

also could not find or pay anyone to drive me.  My appearance was scheduled for 9am, 
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and there was no way to get from my home to the courthouse by that time using public 

transportation.   

39. I later found out that on December 20, 2018, the Ravenel Magistrate Court tried and 

found me guilty in my absence for the defective headlight and DUS charges, and 

sentenced me in my absence to pay a total of $879.50 in fines and fees.  

40. Around late January and early February 2019, I received two Official Notices dated 

January 29, 2019 from the DMV regarding the tickets from the Ravenel Magistrate 

Court.  The notices said that my driver’s license would be suspended on February 18, 

2019.  Attached as Exhibit H and Exhibit I are true and correct copies of the Official 

Notices for failure to pay the August 2018 Ravenel tickets for defective headlights and 

DUS-1, respectively. 

41. I understood the Official Notices to state that the only way to avoid the driver’s license 

suspensions was to pay the fines in full to the Ravenel Magistrate Court.  I knew these 

tickets totaled $879.50.  I could not afford to pay these tickets before the suspensions 

were to go into effect.  I also knew that because I could not pay these before the 

suspensions were to go into effect, the DMV would charge me reinstatement fees.  

42. Because I was not able to pay the $879.50 for the defective headlight and DUS 

violations, the DMV imposed two more suspensions on my driver’s license.  

43. With these two additional suspensions, I now have to pay $1,137.50 in traffic fines and 

fees as well as $400 in reinstatement fees in order to have the DMV lift the four failure-

to-pay suspensions from my driver’s license.  The $400 in reinstatement fees consist of a 

$100 fee for each of the four suspensions on my driver’s license for failure to pay a 

traffic ticket.   
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44. I also owe an additional $100 reinstatement fee.  The DMV charged me this fee because 

the agency automatically suspended my driver’s license for my December 2018 

conviction for driving under suspension.  This suspension ended on January 18, 2019, but 

I still owe the DMV a $100 reinstatement fee for it. 

45. In total, I now owe $1,637.50 in traffic fines and reinstatement fees.  I cannot afford to 

pay this amount at this time.  

46. The money I earn in my various jobs is insufficient to pay the $1,637.50 in total that I 

owe in traffic fines and DMV reinstatement fees, and my rent, utilities and other 

expenses.  

47. I am trying very hard to pay some of the money that I owe in traffic tickets and 

reinstatement fees without compromising my housing, basic needs, and payments toward 

other debts.  I hope that in November 2019, I can afford to pay at least one or two of the 

unpaid traffic fines that led to suspensions on my driver’s license.  But there is no way 

that I can pay the entire $1,637.50 in traffic fines and reinstatement fees that I owe in 

order to have all four failure-to-pay suspensions lifted from my driver’s license.  This 

means that my driver’s license will remain suspended, even if I can pay something to 

reduce my traffic debt in November. 

48. To get around without a driver’s license, I have to rely on a combination of public 

transportation and rides from friends and family.  However, my family and friends are 

often not available to provide me with a ride.  When I cannot get a ride or use public 

transportation, I have to rely on paying for a car service.  This is expensive. 
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49. The Official Notices and my conversation with the DMV employee made me think there 

was nothing I could do to get my driver’s license back other than pay the traffic tickets 

and reinstatement fees in full, which I cannot afford to do.  

Request for Office of Motor Vehicles Hearing on Driver’s License Suspension for 
Failure to Pay a Traffic Ticket 

50. In June 2019, I learned that I might be able to contest the DMV’s suspension of my 

driver’s license for failure to pay traffic tickets before the South Carolina Office of Motor 

Vehicle Hearings (“OMVH”).  In the summer of 2019, my attorneys put together an 

application for a hearing on my suspension.  I did not know how to put together an 

application by myself.  The process was difficult to understand and took a long time.  

51. On July 1, 2019, my lawyers submitted for me a written request to the OMVH.  They also 

submitted a request that the $200 filing fee be waived because I could not afford to pay it 

and a financial statement showing my inability to pay.  My application explained that I 

could not afford to pay the traffic tickets.  

52. I later learned that the OMVH denied my request for a hearing in a letter stating that the 

filing fee would not be waived and that I owed $800 in filing fees—$200 fee for each 

suspension I sought to contest.  My driver’s license remains suspended and I did not have 

any chance to explain my financial situation.  

53. I cannot afford to pay the $800 in filing fees required to secure a hearing to contest my 

suspensions at the OMVH. 

54. I do not have the financial resources to pay all of my fines and fees at this at this time, so 

my license is still suspended.  
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Impact on My Life 

55. Because my license is suspended, I cannot take a higher-paying job at ASCRC that will 

be offered to me contingent on my ability to secure a valid driver’s license.  

56. My supervisor is prepared to offer me a position as a reentry caseworker with ASCRC on 

the condition that I have a valid driver’s license and pass routine background checks.  

Attached as Exhibit J is a true and correct copy of a letter from my supervisor, dated 

August 12, 2019.   

57. A valid driver’s license is a job requirement for the ASCRC reentry caseworker position.  

Attached as Exhibit K is a true and correct copy of the case worker job description. 

58. The salary for the ASCRC reentry caseworker position could be up to $70,000, which is 

significantly higher than what I currently earn through my various part-time jobs.  This 

position would enable me to financially support myself and pay off my debts.   

59. I cannot secure the ASCRC reentry caseworker position because I lack a valid driver’s 

license due to my inability to pay the $1,637.50 I owe in traffic tickets and DMV 

reinstatement fees or the $800 in filing fees needed for an OMVH hearing at which to 

contest the suspension of my driver’s license for failure to pay traffic tickets.  

60. Even if a valid driver’s license were not a requirement of the ASCRC reentry caseworker 

position, I could not perform the functions of the job without the ability to legally drive.  

61. The reentry caseworker position requires making home visits to several ASCRC clients. 

Any given day of work could involve visiting two to five clients, who may be located 

anywhere in Charleston, Dorchester, and Berkeley Counties.  The role therefore requires 

traveling up to 30 or 40 miles from my home or the ASCRC office to meet with clients, 

depending on how far away the clients live.  
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62. I cannot do as much part-time work without a valid driver’s license as I could do if I was 

able to legally drive.  

63. It takes more than two hours to travel by foot and bus to get from my home to the church 

that I clean once a week.  There is no public transportation that will get me from my 

home to the church by 10am, which is when I start work.  And if I cannot find a ride with 

friends or family that will get me to church by 10am, I have to pay for a car ride to make 

it to church in time to clean the church in order to earn some money. 

64. It takes more than one hour of travel by foot and bus to get from my home to my weekly 

meetings for my marketing work.  If I am coming from my job at ASCRC and have no 

ride, I am unable to get to these meetings in time because it would require leaving my job 

at ASCRC early.  So, sometimes I have to pay for a car to get to these weekly meetings 

for the marketing position, even though money is already very tight. 

65. Without a driver’s license, I also struggle to get to my doctor, dentist, and grocery stores. 

It would take over an hour by foot and bus to get to each of these locations from my 

home.  

66. None of my family, friends, or colleagues is consistently available to drive me to work, 

church, the store, or the doctor.  I also cannot afford to pay people to drive me to all of 

these locations.  I cannot get to work and appointments in a timely manner using public 

transportation, especially when weather is bad.  

67. I have had to cut out activities that used to be a regular part of my life.  I used to meet up 

with a group of women from my church every week for lunch to socialize and talk about 

business.  When I ran my cleaning business this helped me build a customer base.  I have 

had to cut this out of my life.   
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